We present a new framework to induce an indomain phrase table from in-domain monolingual data that can be used to adapt a generaldomain statistical machine translation system to the targeted domain. Our method first compiles sets of phrases in source and target languages separately and generates candidate phrase pairs by taking the Cartesian product of the two phrase sets. It then computes inexpensive features for each candidate phrase pair and filters them using a supervised classifier in order to induce an in-domain phrase table. We experimented on the language pair English-French, both translation directions, in two domains and obtained consistently better results than a strong baseline system that uses an in-domain bilingual lexicon. We also conducted an error analysis that showed the induced phrase tables proposed useful translations, especially for words and phrases unseen in the parallel data used to train the generaldomain baseline system.
Introduction
In phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT), translation models are estimated over a large amount of parallel data. In general, using more data leads to a better translation model. When no specific domain is targeted, general-domain 1 parallel data from various domains may be used to 1 As in Axelrod et al. (2011) , in this paper, we use the term general-domain instead of the commonly used out-of-domain because we assume that the parallel data may contain some indomain sentence pairs.
train a general-purpose SMT system. However, it is well-known that, in training a system to translate texts from a specific domain, using in-domain parallel data can lead to a significantly better translation quality (Carpuat et al., 2012) . Indeed, when only general-domain parallel data are used, it is unlikely that the translation model can learn expressions and their translations specific to the targeted domain. Such expressions will then remain untranslated in the in-domain texts to translate.
So far, in-domain parallel data have been harnessed to cover domain-specific expressions and their translations in the translation model. However, even if we can assume the availability of a large quantity of general-domain parallel data, at least for resource-rich language pairs, finding in-domain parallel data specific to a particular domain remains challenging. In-domain parallel data may not exist for the targeted language pairs or may not be available at hand to train a good translation model.
In order to circumvent the lack of in-domain parallel data, this paper presents a new method to adapt an existing SMT system to a specific domain by inducing an in-domain phrase table, i.e., a set of phrase pairs associated with features for decoding, from indomain monolingual data. As we review in Section 2, most of the existing methods for inducing phrase tables are not designed, and may not perform as expected, to induce a phrase table for a specific domain for which only limited resources are available. Instead of relying on large quantity of parallel data or highly comparable corpora, our method induces an in-domain phrase table from unaligned indomain monolingual data through a three-step pro-cedure: phrase collection, phrase pair scoring, and phrase pair filtering. Incorporating our induced indomain phrase table into an SMT system achieves substantial improvements in translating in-domain texts over a strong baseline system, which uses an in-domain bilingual lexicon.
To achieve this improvement, our proposed method for inducing an in-domain phrase table addresses several limitations of previous work by:
• dealing with source and target phrases of arbitrary length collected from in-domain monolingual data,
• proposing translations for not only unseen source phrases, but also those already seen in the general-domain parallel data, and
• making use of potentially many features computed from the monolingual data, as well as from the parallel data, in order to score and filter the candidate phrase pairs.
In the remainder of this paper, we first review previous work in Section 2, highlighting the main weaknesses of existing methods for inducing a phrase table for domain adaptation, and our motivation. In Section 3, we then present our phrase table induction method with all the necessary steps: phrase collection (Section 3.1), computing features of each phrase pair (Section 3.2), and pruning the induced phrase tables to keep their size manageable (Section 3.3). In Section 4, we describe our experiments to evaluate the impact of the induced phrase tables in translating in-domain texts. Following the description of the data (Section 4.1), we explain the tools and parameters used to induce the phrase tables (Section 4.2), our SMT systems (Section 4.3), and present additional baseline systems (Section 4.4). Our experimental results are given in Section 4.5. Section 5.1 analyzes the error distribution of the translations produced by an SMT system using our induced phrase table, followed by translation examples to further illustrate its impact in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work and proposes some possible improvements to our approach.
Motivation
In machine translation (MT), words and phrases that do not appear in the training parallel data, i.e., outof-vocabulary (OOV) tokens, have been recognized as one of the fundamental issues, regardless of the scenario, such as adapting existing SMT systems to a new specific domain.
One straightforward way to find translations of OOV words and phrases consists in enlarging the parallel data used to train the translation model. This can be done by retrieving parallel sentences from comparable corpora. However, these methods heavily rely on document-level information (Zhao and Vogel, 2002; Utiyama and Isahara, 2003; Fung and Cheung, 2004; Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) to reduce their search space by scoring only sentence pairs extracted from each pair of documents. Indeed, scoring all possible sentence pairs from two large monolingual corpora using costly features and a classifier, as proposed by Munteanu and Marcu (2005) for instance, is computationally too expensive. 2 In many cases, we may not have access to document-level information in the given monolingual data for the targeted domain. Furthermore, even without considering computational cost, it is unlikely that a large number of parallel sentences can be retrieved from non-comparable monolingual corpora. Hewavitharana and Vogel (2016) proposed to directly extract phrase pairs from comparable sentences. However, the number of retrievable phrase pairs is strongly limited, because one can collect such comparable sentences only on a relatively small scale for the targeted language pairs and domains.
When in-domain parallel or comparable sentences can not be easily retrieved, another possibility to find translations for OOV words is bilingual word lexicon induction using comparable or unaligned monolingual corpora (Fung, 1995; Rapp, 1995; Koehn and Knight, 2002; Haghighi et al., 2008; Daumé and Jagarlamudi, 2011; Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2013 ). This approach is especially useful in finding words and their translations specific to the given corpus. A recent and completely different trend of work uses an unsupervised method regarding translation as a decipherment problem to learn a bilingual word lexicon and use it as a translation model (Ravi and Knight, 2011; Dou and Knight, 2012; Nuhn et al., 2012) . However, all these methods deal only with words, mainly owing to the computational complexity of dealing with arbitrary lengths of phrases.
Translations of phrases can be induced using bilingual word lexicons and considering permutations of word ordering (Zhang and Zong, 2013; Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2014) . However, it is costly to thoroughly investigate all combinations of a large number of word-level translation candidates and possible permutations of word ordering. To retain only appropriate phrase pairs, Irvine and Callison-Burch (2014) proposed to exploit a set of features. Some of them, including temporal, contextual, and topic similarity features, strongly relied on the comparability of Wikipedia articles and on the availability of news articles annotated with a timestamp (Klementiev et al., 2012) . We may not have such useful resources in large quantity for the targeted language pairs and domains. Saluja et al. (2014) and Zhao et al. (2015) also proposed methods to induce a phrase table, focusing only on the OOV words and phrases: unigrams and bigrams in the source side of their development and test data that are unseen in the training data. In their approach, no new translation options are proposed for known source phrases. To generate candidate phrase pairs, for a given source phrase, Saluja et al. (2014) uses only phrases from the target side of their parallel data and their morphological variants ranked and pruned according to the forward lexical translation probabilities given by their baseline system's translation model. Their approach thus strongly relies on the accuracy of the existing translation model. For instance, if the given source phrase contains only OOV tokens, as it may happen when translating a text from a different domain, their approach cannot retrieve candidate target phrases. Furthermore, they do not make use of external monolingual data to explore unseen target phrases. Their method is consequently inadequate to produce translations for phrases from a different domain than the one of the parallel data.
While Saluja et al. (2014) used a costly graph propagation strategy to score the candidate phrase pairs, Zhao et al. (2015) used a method with a much lower computational cost and reported higher BLEU scores using only word embeddings to score and rank many phrase pairs generated from target phrases, unigrams and bigrams, collected from monolingual corpora. The main contribution of Zhao et al. (2015) is the use of a local linear projection strategy (LLP) to obtain a cross-lingual semantic similarity score for each phrase pair. It makes the projection of source embeddings to the target embeddings space by learning a translation matrix for each source phrase embedding, trained on m gold phrase pairs with source phrase embeddings similar to the one to project. After the projection, based only on the similarity over embeddings, the k nearest target phrases of the projected source phrase are retrieved. If the projection for a given source phrase is not accurate enough, very noisy phrase pairs are generated. This may be a problem especially when the given source phrase does not need to be translated (i.e., numbers, dates, molecule names, etc.). The system will translate it, because this source phrase previously OOV is now registered in its induced phrase table, but has only wrong translations available (see Section 4.5 for empirical evidences).
In-domain phrase table induction
To induce an in-domain phrase table, our approach assumes the availability of large general-domain parallel data and in-domain monolingual data of both source and target languages. For some of our configurations, we also assume the availability of an in-domain bilingual lexicon to compute features associated with each candidate phrase pair and to compute a reliability score to filter appropriate ones.
In-domain phrase collection
In a standard configuration, SMT systems extract phrases of a length up to six or seven tokens. Collecting all the n-grams of such a length from a given large monolingual corpus is feasible, but will provide a large set of source and target phrases, resulting in an enormous number of candidate phrase pairs. In the next step, we evaluate each candidate in a given set of phrase pairs; it is thus crucial to get a reasonably small set of phrases.
In contrast with previous work, we collect more meaningful phrases than arbitrary short n-grams, using the following formula presented by Mikolov et al. (2013a) :
where w i and w j are two consecutive tokens, freq(·) the frequency of a given word or phrase in the given monolingual corpus, and δ a discounting coefficient that prevents the retrieval of many phrases composed from infrequent words. Each bigram w i w j in the monolingual corpus is scored with this formula and only the bigrams with a score above a predefined threshold θ are regarded as phrases. All the identified phrases are transformed into one token, 3 and a new pass is performed over the monolingual corpus to obtain new phrases also using the phrases identified in the previous passes. To further limit the number of collected phrases, we consider only phrases containing words that appear at least K times in the monolingual data. After T passes, we compile a set of phrases with (a) all the single words and (b) all the phrases with a length of up to L tokens identified during each pass.
Standard SMT systems for close languages directly output OOV tokens in the translation. To be as good as such systems, our approach must be able to retrieve the right translation, especially for the many domain-specific words and phrases that are identical in both source and target languages. To ensure that a source phrase that must remain untranslated has its identity in the target phrase set, we explicitly add in the target phrase set all the source phrases that also appear in the target monolingual data.
Feature engineering
Given two sets of phrases, for the source and target languages, respectively, we regard all possible combinations of source and target phrases as candidate phrase pairs. This naive coupling imperatively generates a large number of pairs that are mostly noise. Thus, the challenge here is to effectively estimate the reliability of each pair. This section describes several features to characterize each phrase pair; they are used for evaluating phrase pairs and also added in the induced phrase table to guide the decoder.
Cross-lingual semantic similarity
Many researchers tackled the problem of estimating cross-lingual semantic similarity between pairs of words or phrases by using their embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Chandar et al., 2014; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Coulmance et al., 2015; Gouws et al., 2015; Duong et al., 2016) in combination with either a seed bilingual lexicon or a set of parallel sentence pairs.
We estimate monolingual phrase embeddings via the element-wise addition of the word embeddings composing the phrase. This method performs well to estimate phrase embeddings (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Mikolov et al., 2013a) , despite its simplicity and relatively low computational cost compared to state-of-the-art methods based on neural networks (Socher et al., 2013a; Socher et al., 2013b) or rich features (Lazaridou et al., 2015) . This low computational cost is crucial in our case, as we need to evaluate a large number of candidate phrase pairs.
In order to make source and target phrase embeddings comparable, we perform a linear projection (Mikolov et al., 2013a) of the embeddings of source phrases to the target embedding space. To learn the projection, we use the method of Mikolov et al. (2013a) with the only exception that we deal with not only words but also phrases. Given training data, i.e., a gold bilingual lexicon, we obtain a translation matrixŴ by solving the following optimization problem with stochastic gradient descent:
where x i is the source phrase embedding of the i-th training data, z i the target phrase embedding of the corresponding gold translation, and W the translation matrix used to project x i such that W x i is as close as possible to z i in the target embedding space. One important parameter here is the number of dimensions of word/phrase embeddings. This can be different for the source and target embeddings, but must be smaller than the number of phrase pairs in the training data; otherwise the equation is not solvable. See Section 4.1 for the details about the bilingual lexicon used in our experiment. Given a phrase pair to evaluate, the source phrase embedding is projected to the target embedding space, usingŴ . Then, we compute the cosine similarity between the projected source phrase embedding and the target phrase embedding to evaluate the semantic similarity between these phrases; this seems to give satisfying results in this cross-lingual scenario as shown by Mikolov et al. (2013a) . A translation matrix is trained for each translation direction f → e and e → f , respectively, so that we have two cross-lingual semantic similarity features for each phrase pair.
Lexical translation probabilities
We assume the existence of a large amount of general-domain parallel data, and train a regular translation model with lexical translation probabilities in an ordinary way. Although in-domain phrases are likely to contain tokens that are unseen in the general-domain parallel data, lexical translation probabilities may be useful to score candidate pair of source and target phrases that contain tokens seen in the general-domain parallel data. To compute a phrase-level score, for a target phrase e given a source phrase f , we consider all possible word alignments as follows:
where I and J are the lengths of e and f , respectively, and p(e i |f j ) the lexical translation probability of the i-th target word e i of e given the j-th source word f j of f . Such phrase-level lexical translation probabilities are computed for both translation directions giving us two features.
Other features
As demonstrated by previous work (Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2014; Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2016) , features based on the frequency of the phrases in the monolingual data may help us to better score a phrase pair. We add as features the inversed frequency of the source and target phrases in the in-domain monolingual data, along with their relative difference given by the following formula:
where N x stands for the number of tokens in the indomain monolingual data of the corresponding language.
The surface-level similarity of source and target phrases can also be a strong clue when considering the translation between two languages that are relatively close. We investigate two features concerning this: the first feature is the Levenshtein distance between the two phrases calculated regarding words as units, 4 while the other is a binary feature that fires if the two phrases are identical. We shall expect both features to be very useful in cases where many domain-specific words and phrases are written in the same way in two languages; for instance, drug and molecule names in the medical domain in French and English.
We also add as features the lengths of the source and target phrases, i.e., I and J, and their ratio.
Using all the above 12 features, the overall score for each pair is given by a classifier as described in Section 3.3; this score is also added as a feature in the induced phrase table for decoding.
Phrase pair filtering
As mentioned above, phrase pairs so far generated are mostly noise. To reduce the decoder's search space when using our induced phrase table, we radically filter out inappropriate pairs. Each candidate phrase pair is assessed by the method proposed in Irvine and Callison-Burch (2013) , which predicts whether a pair of words are translations of one another using a classifier. As training examples, we use a bilingual lexicon as positive examples and randomly associated phrase pairs from our phrase sets as negative examples. For classification, we use all the features presented in Section 3.2.
We use the score given by the classifier to rank the target phrases for each source phrase. Only the target phrases with the top n scores are kept in the final induced phrase table.
Experiments
This section demonstrates the impact of the induced phrase tables in translating in-domain texts in three configurations. In the first configuration (Conf. 1), we evaluated whether our induced phrase table improves the translation of in-domain texts over the vanilla SMT system which used only one phrase table trained from general-domain parallel data. We then evaluated, in the second configuration (Conf. 2), whether our induced phrase table is also beneficial when used in an SMT system that already incorporates an in-domain bilingual lexicon that could be created manually or induced by some of the methods mentioned in Section 2. Finally, we evaluated in complementary experiments (Conf. 3) whether our induced phrase table can also offer useful information to improve translation quality even when used in combination with another standard phrase table generated from in-domain parallel data.
Data
Since our approach assumes the availability of largescale general-domain parallel and monolingual corpora, we considered the French-English language pair and both translation directions for our experiments. The French-English version of the Europarl parallel corpus 5 was regarded as a general-domain, and not strictly out-of-domain, corpus because many debates can be associated to a specific domain and can contain phrases specific to particular domains. As general-domain monolingual data, we used the concatenation of one side of Europarl and the 2007-2014 editions of News Crawl corpora 6 in the same language.
We focused on two domains: medical (EMEA) and science (Science). For both domains, we used the development and test sets provided for a workshop on domain adaptation of MT (Carpuat et al., 2012) . 7 We also used the provided in-domain parallel data for training but regarded only the target side as monolingual data. Since our primary objective is the induction of a phrase table without using in-domain parallel data, the source side of the in-domain parallel data was not used as a part of the source in-domain monolingual data, except when training an ordinary in-domain phrase the parallel corpora provided for the WMT'14 medical translation task was used. As science domain monolingual data for the Science translation task, we used the English side of the ASPEC parallel corpus (Nakazawa et al., 2016) . 9 Unfortunately, we did not find any French monolingual corpora publicly available for the Science domain that were sufficiently large enough for our experiments. Statistics on the data we used are presented in Table 1 .
To induce the phrase tables from the monolingual data, we compared two bilingual lexicons: a general-domain and an in-domain lexicons. These lexicons are used to train the translation matrices (see Section 3.2.1) and to train the classifier (see Section 3.3). The general-domain lexicon (henceforth, gen-lex) is a phrase-based one extracted from the phrase table built on the general-domain parallel data (see Section 4.3). We extracted the 5,000 most frequent source phrases and their most probable translation according to the forward translation probability, p(e|f ). We adopted this size as it had been proven optimal to learn the mapping between two monolingual embedding spaces (Vulić and Korhonen, 2016) . For some experiments, we also simulated the availability of an in-domain bilingual lexicon. We automatically generated a lexicon for each domain (henceforth, in-lex) using the entire in-domain parallel data, in the same manner as compiling gen-lex, except that we selected the 5,000 most frequent source words in the in-domain parallel data that were not in the 5,000 most frequent words in the general-domain parallel data in order Side Domain Data w2p w2v to ensure that we obtained mostly in-domain word pairs. Note that we did not use phrases but words for in-lex, assuming that humans are not able to manually construct a lexicon comprising phrase pairs similar to those in phrase tables for SMT systems. For Conf. 3, as we assume the availability of in-domain parallel data, the bilingual lexicon (para-lex) used was 5,000 phrase pairs extracted from the in-domain phrase table, excluding the source phrases of gen-lex.
Tools and parameters
A summary of the data used to collect phrases and estimate word embeddings is presented by Table 2 . For each pair of domain and translation direction, sets of source and target phrases were extracted from the in-domain monolingual data, as described in Section 3.1. As in previous work (Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2014; Saluja et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2015) , we focus on source phrases appearing in the development and test sets in order to maximize the coverage of our induced phrase table for them. 10 More precisely, source phrases were collected from 10 We are aware that this may not be practical because it requires the knowledge of the development and test sets beforehand. For instance for the Fr→En EMEA translation task, inducing a phrase table given all the 4.5M collected source phrase would required approximately 3 months using 100 CPU threads. Increasing the value of K to collect less source phrases can be a reasonable alternative to significantly decrease this computation time, even though it will also necessarily decrease the coverage of the phrase table. We leave for our future work the study of a phrase table induction with source phrases extracted from source monolingual data without referring to the development and test sets. the concatenation of the development and test sets and the in-domain monolingual data with reliable statistics, and then only phrases appearing in the development and test sets were filtered. 11 We removed phrases containing tokens unseen in the in-domain monolingual data, because we are unable to compute all our features for them. On the other hand, target phrases were collected from the in-domain monolingual data, including the target side of indomain parallel data. To identify phrases, we used the word2phrase tool included in the word2vec package, 12 with the default values for δ and θ. We set K = 1 for the source language to ensure that most of the tokens would be translated, and K = 25 for the target language to limit the number of resulting phrases. We set L = 6 as this is the same maximal phrase length that we set for the phrase tables trained from the parallel data. We stopped at T = 4 passes as the fifth pass retrieved only a very small number of new phrases compared to the fourth pass. Statistics of the collected phrases for each task are presented in Table 3 . To train the word embeddings, we used word2vec with the following parameters: -cbow 1 -window 10 -negative 15 -sample 1e-4 -iter 15 -min-count 1. Mikolov et al. (2013a) observed that better results for crosslingual semantic similarity were obtained when using word embeddings with higher dimensions on the source side than on the target side. We therefore chose 800 and 300 dimensions for the source and target embeddings, respectively. The embeddings were trained on the concatenation of all the general-domain and in-domain monolingual data as presented by Table 2 . Consequently, for each pair of domain and translation direction, we have four word embedding spaces: those with 300 or 800 dimensions for source and target languages. The reliability of each phrase pair was estimated as described in Section 3.3 to compile phrase tables of reasonable size and quality. We used Vowpal Wabbit 13 to perform logistic regression with one pass, default parameters, and --link logistic option to obtain a classification score for each phrase pair. In the final induced phrase table, we kept the 300 best target phrases 14 for each source phrase according to this score.
SMT systems
The Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) 15 was used for training SMT models, parameter tuning, and decoding. The phrase tables were trained on the parallel corpus using SyMGIZA++ (Junczys-Dowmunt and Szał, 2012) 16 with IBM-2 word alignment and the grow-diag-final-and heuristics. To obtain strong baseline systems, all SMT systems used three language models 17 built on different sets of corpora as shown in Table 4 ; each language model is a 4-gram modified Kneser-Ney smoothed one 13 https://github.com/JohnLangford/ vowpal_wabbit/ 14 As in Irvine and Callison-Burch (2014) , we obtained better results when favoring recall over precision. We chose 300 empirically since we did not observe any further improvements when keeping more target phrases.
15 http://statmt.org/moses/, version 2.1.1 16 https://github.com/emjotde/symgiza-pp/ 17 The one exception is the system for the Science En→Fr task, which uses only two language models as we do not have any in-domain monolingual data in addition to the target side of the in-domain parallel data.
Phrase trained using lmplz (Heafield et al., 2013) . 18 To concentrate on the translation model, we did not use the lexical reordering model throughout the experiments, while we enabled distance-based reordering up to six words.
Our systems used the multiple decoding paths ability of Moses; we used up to three phrase tables in one system, as summarized in Table 5 . We did not add the features presented in Section 3.2 to the phrase pairs directly derived from the parallel data. 19 Weights of the features were optimized with kb-mira (Cherry and Foster, 2012) using 200-best hypotheses on 15 iterations. The translation outputs were evaluated with BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) . The results were averaged over three tuning runs. The statistical significance was measured by approximate randomization (Clark et al., 2011) using MultEval. 20 
Additional baseline systems
To compare our work with a state-of-the-art phrase table induction method, we implemented the work of Zhao et al. (2015) . Even though they did not propose their method to perform domain adaptation of an SMT system, their work is the closest to ours and does not require other external resources than those we used, i.e., parallel data and monolingual data not necessarily comparable. We implemented both global (GLP) and local (LLP) linear projection strategies and collected source and target phrases as they did. The source phrase set contains all uni-18 https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/ estimation 19 As in Irvine and Callison-Burch (2014) , we got a drop of up to 0.5 BLEU points when we added our features, derived from monolingual data, to the original phrase table.
20 https://github.com/jhclark/multeval/ grams and bigrams in the development and test sets, while the target phrase set contains unigrams and bigrams collected from the in-domain monolingual data. They did not mention any filtering of their phrase sets, but we chose to remove all phrases containing digits or punctuation marks, since trying to retrieve the translation of numbers or punctuation marks relying only on word embeddings seems inappropriate and in fact produced worse results in our preliminary experiments. To highlight the impact of the phrase sets used, we also experimented LLP using our phrase sets collected with word2phrase. Furthermore, to get the best possible results, we did not use the search approximations presented in Zhao et al. (2015) , i.e., local sensitive hashing and redundant bit vector, and used instead linear search. For the GLP configuration, the translation matrix was trained on gen-lex, i.e., 5,000 phrase pairs extracted from the general-domain phrase table trained on parallel data. For the LLP configurations, as in Zhao et al. (2015) , we trained the translation matrix for each source phrase on the 500 most similar source phrases, retrieved from the generaldomain phrase table, associated to their most probable translation. For both GLP and LLP configurations, we kept the 300 best target phrases for each source phrase. Four features, phrase and lexical translation probabilities for both translation directions, were approximated using the similarity between source and target phrase embeddings for each phrase pair and included in the induced phrase table as described by Zhao et al. (2015) .
Since this approach proposes to translate all OOV unigrams and bigrams, it is likely in our scenario that some medical terms, for instance, will have no correct translations in the induced phrase table. For a comparison, we added one more baseline system, which merely uses a vanilla Moses with the -du option of Moses activated to drop all unknown words instead of copying them into the translation.
Results
The experimental results are given in Table 6 .
In Conf. 1, our results show that both GLP and LLP configurations performed much worse than the vanilla Moses when using phrases naively collected. This is due to the fact that the induced phrase table contains translations for every OOV unigrams and bigrams, even for those who do not need to be translated, such as molecule names or place names. Word embeddings are well-known to be inaccurate for very infrequent words (Mikolov et al., 2013b) ; consequently, for some rare source phrases, even if the right translation is in the target phrase set, it is not guaranteed that it will be registered in the induced phrase table as one of the 300 best translations for the source phrase, relying only on word embeddings. The significant improvements over a vanilla Moses observed by Zhao et al. (2015) would potentially be because they translated from Arabic, and Urdu, to English. For such language pairs, one can safely try to translate every OOV token of a generaldomain text, and it is unlikely to do worse than a vanilla Moses system that will leave the OOV tokens as is in the translation. As shown by the Moses du configurations, dropping them led to a drop of up to 4.2 BLEU points for the EMEA Fr→En translation task. This suggests that OOV tokens must be carefully translated only when necessary. Many OOV tokens in our translation tasks do not need to be translated into different forms. Hence, we regard the vanilla Moses that copies the OOV tokens in the translation a strong baseline system. Interestingly, using the phrases collected by our method for LLP produced much better translations, even slightly better than the one produced by the vanilla Moses system for the EMEA En→Fr translation task with an improvement of 0.2 BLEU points. This may be due to the fact that our source phrase set is not only made from OOV phrases, meaning that new useful translations may be proposed for source phrases that are already registered in the general-domain phrase table. Moreover, with our phrase sets, the decoder also has the possibility to leave some tokens untranslated since we added each source phrase in the target phrase set if it appeared in the target monolingual data.
Instead of relying only on word embeddings, the features used in our approach helped significantly to improve the translation quality. When we added our induced phrase table to a vanilla Moses system, we observed consistent and significant improvements in translation quality, with up to 2.1 BLEU and 2.2 METEOR points of improvement for the Science En→Fr translation task.
Compared to the LLP method proposed by Zhao et al. (2015), our approach includes more features and an additional classification step. Thus, the induction of a phrase table is much slower. For instance, for the EMEA Fr→En translation task, using the phrase sets extracted with word2phrase, our induction method (excluding phrase collection) was nearly 14 times slower (9 hours vs. 38 minutes). 21 Phrase collection using word2phrase was much faster than feature computation and phrase pair classification. For instance, it took 72 minutes to collect target phrases for the EMEA Fr→En translation task, using four iterations of word2phrase on the English in-domain monolingual data with 1 CPU thread. In Conf. 2, adding an in-domain bilingual lexicon as a phrase table to the vanilla baseline system significantly boosted the performance, mainly by reducing the number of OOV tokens. Our induced phrase tables had less impact, probably due to the overlap between useful word pairs contained in both the induced phrase table and the added bilingual lexicon. However, we still observed significant improvements, which support the usefulness of the induced phrase table, with up to 1.4 and 1.0 BLEU points of improvements, respectively, for the EMEA Fr→En and Science En→Fr translation tasks for instance. In this configuration, the in-lex phrase table led to slight but consistent improvements. It helped more than the gen-lex phrase table, except in the Science Fr→En task, for which the use of the gen-lex phrase table yielded significantly better results than the use of the in-lex phrase table. We can expect such differences when the classifier and the translation matrices are trained using infrequent words. Embeddings for such words are typically not as well estimated as those for frequent words, meaning that the features based on the word embeddings are less reliable and thus mislead both the classifier for pruning and the decoder.
In Conf. 3, where the baseline system even used a phrase table trained on in-domain parallel data, we obtained contrasted results, with only slight improvements for the En→Fr translation direction and no improvements for the Fr→En translation direction. This lack of improvement may be due to the more reliable features and more accurate phrase pairs contained in the phrase table directly learned from the parallel data. This may lead the decoder to prefer this table to the induced one and give higher weights of its features according to this preference during tuning. Table 7 : Percentage of the source tokens: comparison of the translations generated with (w/) or without (w/o) our gen-lex induced phrase table (Conf. 1).
Error analysis
In Section 5.1, we first present an analysis of the distribution of translation errors that our systems produced, using the S 4 taxonomy . Then, in Section 5.2, we illustrate some translation examples for which our induced phrase tables have produced a better translation.
Analysis with the S 4 taxonomy
The S 4 taxonomy comprises the following four error types:
• SEEN: attempt to translate a word never seen before
• SENSE: attempt to translate a word with the wrong sense
• SCORE: a good translation for the word is available but another one, giving a better score to the hypothesis, is chosen by the system
• SEARCH: a good translation is available for the word but is pruned during the search for the best hypothesis
We considered the SEEN, SENSE, and SCORE errors as in , but not the SEARCH errors, assuming that the recent phrase-based SMT systems rarely make this type of errors and without impact on the translation quality (Wisniewski et al., 2010; Aziz et al., 2014) . We performed a Word Alignment Driven Evaluation (WADE) ) to count the word-level errors. Table 7 compares the results with and without our gen-lex induced phrase tables (Conf. 1). For the four tasks, more than half of the source tokens were correctly translated according to the translation reference. Our analysis reveals that our induced phrase table helps to obtain more correct translations, as higher percentages of source words were correctly translated, despite the significant increase of SCORE errors (around 5% for all the tasks). This means that the correct translation for the source word is available, but the features associated to this translation were not informative enough for the decoder to choose it. The percentage of SEEN errors in the translations decreased significantly with the induced phrase table for all the tasks, as a result of many words and phrases unseen in the general-domain parallel data being covered by using the in-domain monolingual data. However, our method does not guarantee to find appropriate translations for these words. It is even possible that all the proposed translations are inappropriate. Nonetheless, we can see a noticeable decrease of the SENSE errors, except in the Science En→Fr task, for which we have used only a small amount of in-domain French monolingual data. As reported in Table 3 , fewer target phrases were collected for this task, leading to only a small chance of obtaining the right translation for a given source phrase. The percentage of SENSE errors still remains higher than 10% for all tasks, indicating that the correct translation is not available in our phrase set or is pruned by the classifier during the phrase table induction.
From this analysis, we draw the conclusion that our approach has significantly increased the reachability of the translation reference along with the quality of the translation produced by the decoder. We expect that more informative or better estimated features can further improve our results. Improving our method to collect the target phrases or using a larger in-domain monolingual corpus would also help to reduce SENSE errors. Table 8 presents examples of source phrase and their translations chosen by the decoder in the EMEA Fr→En translation task. As shown by Example #1, both LLP and gen-lex configurations can find a good translation in their induced phrase table for the phrase "au point d'injection" while the general-domain phrase table does not contain this source phrase. As a result, the vanilla Moses system produced a wrong translation using general-domain word translations. Example #2 shows a typical error made by the LLP configuration. In this example, "glaucome" is OOV, no translation is proposed for this token in the general-domain phrase table. The LLP IPT contains the source phrase "glaucome aigu" but none of the 300 best corresponding target phrases contain the token "glaucoma". However, most of them contain the meaning of "acute". This can be explained by the much higher frequency of "aigu" while the word "glaucome" is very rare, even in the in-domain monolingual data. Consequently, "aigu" has an embedding more accurate than the one of "glaucome" which is then much more difficult to project correctly across languages. In contrast, our gen-lex IPT contains the translation reference for "glaucome aigu" and this translation has been used correctly by the decoder, guided by our feature set.
Translation examples
Example #3 is similar to Example #2, the embedding of the rare word "monohydraté" is probably not accurate enough to be correctly projected, the correct translation is not in the LLP IPT, while our approach succeeded to translate it correctly.
Finally, Example #4 presents another common situation where an OOV token, here "lansoprazole" has to be preserved as is and is correctly reported in the translation by the vanilla Moses system. The LLP IPT proposes translations for "lansoprazole", most of them semantically unrelated, like the one chosen by the decoder in this configuration.
We assume that the surface-level similarity features of our method helped the decoder to identify the right translation in this situation. Nonetheless, even when using our gen-lex IPT, we still observed some situations where tokens that should be preserved were actually wrongly translated, producing outputs worse than those produced by the vanilla Moses system.
Conclusion and future work
We presented a framework to induce a phrase table from unaligned monolingual data of specific domains. We showed that such a phrase table, when integrated to the decoder, consistently and significantly improved the translation quality for texts in the targeted domain. Our approach uses only simple features without requiring strongly comparable or annotated texts in the targeted domain.
Our method could further be improved in several ways. First, we expect better improvements by using more in-domain monolingual data or by being more careful in collecting the target phrases to use for the phrase table induction as opposed to simply pruning them according to the word frequency. Moreover, as we saw in Section 5, scoring the phrase pairs is one of the most important issues. We need more informative features to better score the pairs of source and target phrases. Despite their high computational cost, including features based on orthographic similarity or using better estimated cross-lingual embeddings may help for this purpose.
